
Lizzie Reid

Unit 1A: Progress and evidence of skills development plan

 Develop my own talk/workshop



Flesh out facilitation session I want to lead 
related to main art form:

Session summary:
Advocating for the power of self-perception, knowledge and awareness to build sustainable 
creative careers. Through talks, workshops and 1-1 sessions, I signify the importance of knowing 
yourself and aligning your practice with your values for longevity, fulfilment and authenticity.

Aims for the participants:
Learn techniques to help you become more self-aware.
Develop an understanding of what your self-perception is, where it comes from and how to 
challenge it.
Begin to map out patterns which connect what you do, with what you love, what you are great at, 
and what you believe (values).
Learn ways to self-motivate and encourage on down days, and celebrate on the good!

Who is it for:
Creatives 16-27 years old. Those who are beginning to realise more to life and learning these 
things now - those who have worked unfulfilled for some time and have been eagerly searching 
for the answers to their unknown questions but maybe haven’t looked quite strongly enough 
within themselves.
(Older than that and they may already know and just agree. Maybe even hire me to speak on 
their platform. Younger and they may not grasp the significance of what I’m saying).

Big mind-mapping 
because I like to 
think big with 
detailed notes and 
I’m a visual learner.



Research topic and market research to gauge 
interest.
Why is this important: 
The more personal your brand, the more human your business is, 
the more your values are rooted in genuine beliefs, natural skills 
and an awareness and learning from life and lived experience, the 
more chance your business will resonate with others.

The more you resonate with others, the more important your work 
means to them on a personal level. They become your fans 
because you “get it”, you’re real, consistent and open. They hear or 
see you, and they see or feel a part of themselves light up. 
Equalling more business, income, support and success.

The more your channel your values and life lessons into what you 
do (whilst allowing them to shift and explore new spaces as time 
goes on), the more likely you are to stay on that career path. The 
more likely you are to love working. The more likely you are to feel 
satisfied, fulfilled and happiness from actively using your true 
values for the betterment of the world.

Conversations with art school graduates:
Feedback included general outrage in reflection of their 
time at university and the lack of emphasis on personal 
development and professional career advice.

School of Life is a platform “dedicated to helping 
people lead more resilient and fulfilled lives [through 
building] calm, self-understanding, resilience and 
connection - especially during troubled times. This 
platform itself is proof there is an audience out there for 
this kind of self-help content.
These books in particular
Inspired my research
into the topics. 
(See references in 
design of talk).


